Clash of Clan Attacking Strategy

Before attacking the enemies village or base, check the clan castle before dropping all the troops you have. To check the clan castle of the opponent, drop one barbarian or goblin near in the clan castle of the opponent's village, then if the clan castle of the opponent is empty drop single army to check the way if there are traps.

Giants Attack - Drop single giant near in the defensive building of the opponent, while the defensive building are busy drop 3 or 4 wallbraker, the number of wallbrakers are depends on the level of the wall. When the wall is down flood giants follow by healer drop the healer way from the airdefense and archers tower, wizard's tower. When the defense of the opponent are down drop archers or barbarians or wizard's, archers and wizard's are good in long range combat. If the airdefense are strong and cannot drop a healer use healing spell until the airdefense destroyed by giants.

Baloons Attack - The baloons attack are effective, if the base of the opponent have too many divisions. To attack using baloons, the best combination are using a hogrider. Hogrider are effective in destroying defensive buildings of the opponent. You can attack by dropping one hogrider to check if the clan castle of the opponent have guards or check and destroy traps. After clearing the way flood the hogrider to destroy the defensive buildings of the opponent, drop the hogrider near in the air defense, when the airdefense are down drop a group of baloons in four different direction to sorround the town hall of the opponent. Use the rage spell to boost the speed of your baloons and become more stronger.

There are so many combination you can do using your troops, it depends in the layout of the opponents village or base. And the key to success raid is to choose a right troops.

The Dragons Attack - The dragon is the migthest flying unit, it can attack air and ground troops but there are advantage and disadvantage using of this troops. The disadvantage using dragon it is train a long time and cost a large amount of elixir. The advantage of dragon are they can destroy opponent's buliding fast, wall are not problem because it is in the air. Using dragon attack